
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Ausdrucke 

WAS ESSEN UNO TRINKEN DIE DEUTSCHEN? 

DON'T FEAR THE WURST! 

Satisfy Your Hunger for German Expressions with 21 Delectable Idioms! 

14. nicht mein Bier 

Literally: Not my beer. 

Someone's spreading rumors? Well don't look in my direction. 
That's got nothing to do with me. That sort of thing is not my 
beer. 

15. Tomaten auf den Augen 

Literally: Tomatoes on the eyes. 

Seriously! Are you blind!? Do you have tomatoes on your 
eyes!?? 

16. kleine Brotchen backen 

Literally: Baking little rolls. 

Our country is taking baby steps toward a brighter tomorrow. 
We're baking little rolls. 

17. Schokoladeseite zeigen 

Literally: To show one's chocolate side. 

We want to present our best work to the client at the next 

meeting. We'll show them our good side. Our chocolate side. 

18. mit dem ist nicht gut Kirschen essen 

Literally: Not good cherry eating. 

Yeah ... don't bother inviting Tim tonight. He woke up on the 
wrong side of the bed this morning. With him is not good 
cherry eating. We might say in English that he's not a man you 
want to mess with. 

Now that I've got your stomach rumbling and the wheels in 
your brain turning, allow me wrap up this post with a couple of 
just plain wonderful German idioms that, I must admit, I use in 
translation in English from time to time-they're just that good. 
(And yes, I sound pretty weird. I'm aware of that.) 

19. Jemandem einen Korb-1/..,f;_,~1:',, 

Literally: To give someone a basket. 

When a boy is courting a girl {or, perhaps more realistically, he 
just asked her to join him for a Doner after they stumbled out 
of the techno club at 8 am) but she refuses his advances, she 

"gives him a basket." The expression works thusly: "Did you 
hear what Dan said to Clara last night? Yeah, she wasn't into it. 
She gave him a basket" 

Apparently, this wonderful idiom dates all the way back to the 
14th century, when a lover hoping to get invited into a royal 
maiden's chambers would literally have to be pulled up into 
her tower secretly in a basket. Should the noble maiden not 
really want the visitor to arrive, she might send down a very 
thin basket, or even a bottomless one- thus rendering the 
journey impossible. (This was before the age of simply not 
returning someone's texts.) 

Before properly researching this phrase I asked a German 
friend of mine what she thought it might mean. She replied, " I 
dunno, maybe it's like, 'Yeah ... I'd rather not, thanks. but....um ... 
here's a nice basket as a consolation prize?' Everyone needs 
baskets." I th ink I like that better. 

20. du kannst mich ma/! 

Literally: You can me once!! 

Okay, so technically this is more of an "elision" than an 
idiomatic expression. However, I enjoy the completely 
nonsensical English translation so much ( You can me once!!) 

that I felt compelled to include it on this list. "You can me once" 
implies a few things- leaves a few words to the 
imagination- which I am not completely comfortable repeating 
here ... butjust imagine what you can do to someone who is 
most certainly upset with you. I'll give you a hint: This is very 
similar to the English expression, "you can kiss my ... " you get 
the point. 

21. das Leben ist kein Ponyhof 

Literally: Life is not a pony farm. 

Ain't that the truth! Life, my friends, is quite simply not a pony 
farm. 

And, well, there you have it! Twenty-one German idioms for all 
sorts of situations to make you sound like a pro (if a slightly 
food-obsessed one). 

Now go find a German language partner and practice! And 
while you're at it, try explaining to them a few of the thousands 
of English idioms we take for granted every day. I suggest 


